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1.0 INTRODUCTION
A complete set of fan blades for the National Transonic Facility (NTF) at the NASA
Langley Research Center was recently fabricated by Dynamic Engineering Incorporated
(DEI). These blades were the third complete set of blades fabricated for the NTF. The
first set of blades was fabricated by NASA and installed in the tunnel in December 1981.
Thisoriginal set was destroyed in an accident inJanuary 1989. The second set of blades
were fabricated by NASA and installed in August 1989. This second set of blades is
currently in use in the NTF. The third set of blades recently fabricated by DEI is a spare
set. The blades were fabricated according to detailed procedures to meet design
requirements necessary for operation in the NTF. In order to insure that the blades met
these requirements, DEI performed a series of tests on each of the completed blades.
These tests included weight and center of gravity measurements of each blade. In
addition, a modal survey was conducted on each blade to define the dynamic
characteristics.
The purpose of this report is to discuss the fan blade tests conducted by DEI and to
present the results. The test set-ups and procedures are described in detail. The results
obtained for each of the 27 blades aredocumented and comparisons are made between
this set of blades and similar data for the two previous sets of NTF fan blades. This
report necessarily summarizes the test results. A full data package for each blade has
been provided separately to NASA.
2.0 WEIGHT AND CENTER OF GRAVITYMEASUREMENT
One set of tests consisted of weight and center of gravity (c.g.) measurements of the
blades. This set of tests consisted of two parts: the initial c.g. measurement and the full-
up c.g. measurement. The c.g. location of the blades were defined in terms of the X, Y
and Z axes of the blade. A sketch of the blade defining the axes is shown in Figure 1.
The X-axis lies along the centerline of the blade bores which is also the centerline of the
pin. The leading edge of the blade faces the negative direction of both the X and Y-axes.
The Z-axis passes through the center of the blade and is positive towards the tip. The
c.g. location is referenced to the intersection point of the three axes.
Initially,the weightand c.g. measurements were performed for each blade alone,without
any attachments. The blades were weighed with a 500 Ib static load cell and then set
into a balancing stand provided by NASA. Measurements in the X, Y and Z axes of the
blade were obtained by orienting the blade in three different positions in the balance
stand. The actual c.g. location of the blade was determined from the balance stand
measurements and parameters defined by the test set-up. The initial weight and e.g.
location were obtained for the entire set of 27 blades. These results were compared to
documented results from identical tests performed on the first two sets of NTF blades.
This comparison served as a check of the test procedures and as an initial check of the
similarity between the blade sets.
Thefull-up c.g. measurements were performed on the blade assembly which included the
blade, flight pin and fairings. The flight pin was installed in the blade using a specially
designed pin insertion stand provided by NASA. The two fairings were then attached to
the pin. The same flight pin and fairing set were used for every blade tested. This full-up
assembly represents the blade configuration used in the tunnel. NASA requires that the
Y-axise.g. location of the blades liewithin a specified range for safe operation in the NTF.
In order to meet this requirement, ballast weights were installed in the blade web area to
shift the Y-axis c.g. location of the blade if necessary. Dueto the presence of the fairings,
the blade set-up for Y-axis measurement in the balance stand was different from the set-
up in the initial c.g. test. Otherwise, the procedures used to obtain the initial and full-up
c.g. measurements with the balance stand were the same. The final X, Y and Z c.g.
measurements were made with the ballast weights installed. The average and range of
full-up blade weight and c.g. locations for this set of blades were compared with the
previous blade sets to check the consistency of the blade sets.
2.1 Test Set-up and Procedures
The initial and full-up weight and center of gravity tests were performed according to
procedures outlined by NASA. Thespecially designed blade test fixtures which had been
used to test the two previous sets of blades were furnished by NASA. Other necessary
items which were not available from NASA were provided by DEI.
2,1,1 Equipment
A completelistof the equipment used to perform the weight and c.g. measurement tests
is shown below.
Blade balance stand
- Two axis cross slide
- Right angle wheel block
Y-axis scale block
Counter balance boom
- Blade tip pointer
- Six inch scale
Two transits
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- Pin insertion stand
Pin alignr/puller
- Chain come along
- Wooden pin tray
Cross shaft assembly
Dummy flight pin
- Hollow pin
- NTF flight pin
Hub sleeves (2)
Pin nuts and washers (2)
Pin nut wrench
Blade ballast weights
"Brake free" lubricant
Overhead hoist
Lifting straps
Blade holding cart
j- Depth mikeRubber mallet
500 Ib load cell and readout indicator
- 20 Ib load cell and readout indicator
- Load cell stand for Z-axis measurement
- 5 Ib tare weight
Photographsshowingthe bladesandsomeofthetest equipmentarepresentedin Figure
2. Thebladeswere stored in woodencarts when not being tested. Thephotographin
Figure2alsoshowsonebladeinthe bladeholdingfixtureunderneaththe overheadhoist
and another blade in the balance stand. The counter balance boom can be seen
hangingfrom the ceilingon the left.
2,! .2 Test Procedures
The test procedures used in performingthe blade c.g. measurementswere based on
existingdocumentationfromthetestspreviouslyconductedby NASAonthefirsttwosets
of blades. DEI reviewedthe existing proceduresand clarifiedand modified the test
procedures as necessary with the assistanceof NASA personnel. The updated
procedures were documented in detailedstep-by step instructionsand approved by
NASA. An explanation of the balance stand operation and a summarized version of the
proceduresareincluded in thissection. Thestep-by-stepdetailedprocedurescovering
both the initial and full-upc.g. tests arecontainedin AppendixA.
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The primary test fixtures used in the c.g. measurement tests were the balance stand and
the two transits. Before taking any measurements, the transits and the balance stand
were leveled and aligned. One transit was positioned perpendicular to the balance stand
rotation axis and the other was aligned with the rotation axis. The blade was supported
in the balance stand by the cross shaft assembly fitted with the dummy pin (for the initial
test) or the NTF flight pin (for the full-up test). As shown in Figure 3, the pin was inserted
through the blade bores and the cross shaft.
The balance stand was use_to measure c.g. offsets in the X, Y and Z blade axes by
positioning the blade three different ways. To perform the initial and full-up X-axis
measurements, the blade was positioned in the balance stand with the cross shaft sitting
on the rotating wheels as shown in Figure 4. To perform the initial Y-axis measurement,
the blade was simply lifted and rotated 90° on the balance stand so that the pin rested
on the rotating wheels. In the full-up configuration, the fairings covered the flight pin, and
therefore the blade set-up was different. The full-up Y-axisblade set-up, shown in Figure
5, required theuse of the right angle wheel block. The right angle wheel block was used
to change the axis of rotation. This block which was positioned between the balance
stand and the cross shaft assembly locked the balance stand wheel rotation. The flight
pin rested on rotating wheels contained in the block which allowed the blade to rotate
freely about the pin centerline.
X and Y c.g. offset measurements were read at the blade tip from a six inch scale, as
illustrated in Figure 6a. The scale was attached to the two axiscross slide and positioned
so that the center of the scale was aligned with the center of the axis of rotation. This
alignment was checked with the transit before each measurement. The pointer inserted
in the blade tip was located at the blade centerline (along the Z-axis). If the X or Y-axis
e.g. was located exactly at the origin, the tip pointer would be positioned exactly above
the center of the scale (at the 3 inch mark on the 6 inch scale). An offset measured at
the tip in a particular axis was proportional to the blade c.g. location in that axis. As
mentioned earlier; the full-up Y,axis measurement required the use of the right angle
wheel block to change the axis of rotation. In this configuration, a scale block, shown in
Figure 6b, was needed to adjust the scale orientation and height.
The set-up for theZ-axis c.g. measurement required an additional test fixture, the counter
balance boom. The blade was initially placed in the X-axis test position in the balance
stand. The lower end of the balance boom was then attached to the top of the cross
shaft. The blade/balance boom assembly was rotated on the wheels 90° so that the
balance boom and blade Z-axis were horizontal. This blade orientation is illustrated in
Figure 7. The free end of the balance boom rested on a 20 Ib load cell. The Z-axis c.g.
location was determined from the compressive force applied to the load cell by the
balance boom and a tare weight which was sometimes needed to add additional counter
weight.
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The full-up blade assembly included the blade, the flight pin and the fairings. The flight
pin was the actual pin used to mount the blades to the hub in the tunnel. The fairings
were attached to the blade pins. Each blade installed in the tunnel will be assigned a
specific flight pin and fairing set. For this set of tests, however, the same flight pin and
fairing set were used for all the blades. Installation of the flight pin required the use of
the pin insertion fixture and a come along. This procedure is pictured in Figure 8. The
cross shaft was secured to the pin insertion stand to align the pin axis properly. A pin
aligner attached to the front end of the flight pin was pulled through the blade bores by
the chain come along guiding the flight pin behind it. The pin nuts and washers were
then installed and set to a specified distance from each end of the blade.
For safe operation in the NTF, NASA requires that the fan blade Y-axis center of gravity
be located on the negative side of the Y-axis within a specified range. This c.g. range
equates to a full-up Y-axis offset value at the blade tip of 0.10"< _y <__0.11". If the Y-axis
offset of the full-up blade assembly did not lie within this range, ballast weights were
added to the blade web area to shift the c.g. location. The total ballast weight needed
to get a Y-axisoffset reading of 0.10"<__Ay < 0.11" had to be divisible by four so that the
weights could be placed symmetrically around each leg of the web. The ballast weights
were attached to the web legs with nuts and bolts as shown in the bottom of the
photograph in Figure 9. The X-axis and Z-axis c.g. measurements in the full-up
configuration were taken with the ballast weights installed.
The initial and full-up c.g. measurement procedures are outlined below in the order in
which they were performed:
1. Weigh blade alone (without fairings, pin or ballast weights).
2. Perform initial c.g. measurement of blade alone.
a. Insert cross assembly with dummy pin into blade.
b. Position blade in balance stand for Y-axis measurement.
c. Align scale with center of rotation and record Y-axis offset at tip pointer.
d. Position blade in balance stand for X-axis measurement.
e. Align scale with center of rotation and record X-axis offset at tip pointer.
f. Attach balance boom to cross shaft and rotate assembly on balance stand to
horizontal position for Z-axis measurement.
g. Record load cell reading and tare weight.
3. Repeat procedures 1 and 2 for each blade.
4. Calculate initial c.g. location for each blade.
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5. WeightheNTFflight pinand fairings.
6. Performfull-upc.g. measurementof bladewithflightpin, fairingsand ballast
weights.
a. Installflightpin,nutsandwashers.
b. Attachfairingsto flightpin.
c. Positionbladein balancestandfor Y-axismeasurement.
d. Checkscalealignmentand recordY-axisoffsetat tip pointer.
e. AddballastweightsuntilY-axisoffsetisbetween0.10"< Ay < 0.11".
f. Weighballastweightsand installinbladeweb.
g. RecordnewY-axisoffset.
h. Positionbladein balancestandforX-axismeasurement.
i. Checkscalealignmentand recordX-axisoffsetat tip pointer.
j. Attachbalanceboomto crossshaftand rotateassemblyon balancestandto
horizontalpositionfor Z-axismeasurement.
k. Recordloadcellreadingandtareweight.
7. Repeat procedure 6 for each blade.
8. Calculatefull-up blade assembly c.g. location for each blade.
2.2 Center of Gravity Calculations
The blade center of gravity location was calculated from the X- and Y-axis offset
measurements, load cell reading and tare weight in the Z-axis set-up, blade weight and
constant test parameters. The equations used to calculate the c.g. location in the X, Y
and Z axes are the following:
Xcg- -ZcgAXA
Ycg= -ZcgAyA
WcbLz+(W_-WIc)L2
Z=g= Wb
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Thevariablesin theseequationsare:Wt the tareweight,Wtcthe loadcellreading,Wbthe
bladeweight,_ the X-axisbladetip offsetmeasurementand Ay theY-axisbladetip
offsetmeasurement.Fortheinitialtests,Wbisthebladeweightalone,butfor thefull-up
testsWbincludestheweightof theblade,fairingsand ballastweights.
Thefixedparametersintheseequationsare:Wcbtheweightof thebalanceboom,L1the
distanceof theboomc.g.to theaxisof rotation,L2thedistancefromthe loadcellto the
axisof rotation,andA theverticaldistancefromthepincenterlineto theendof the tip
pointer.ThesedistancesareshowninFigure10. Forthefull-upconfiguration,theweight
of the fairings(whichisincludedinthetotalbladeweight)isconstantforallthe blades.
Thevaluesof thefixedparametersarethefollowing:
Web--91.55 Ib Testflight pin weight= 106.55Ibs
L1= 40.378in (notusedinc.g.calculation)
Lz = 47.671in
A = 49.975in
Fairingsetweight= 16.38Ib
Thesignconventionfor the c.g:locationfollowsthe bladeaxissystemdefinedinSection
2.0 and inFigure1.
2.3 Test Results
A procedurechecklistwasfollowedwhiletestingeachbladetomaintainconsistencyand
to recordtherequiredtestdata. Sampleprocedurechecklistsforthe initialandfull-up
testsare includedinAppendixB.
Duringthe initialc.g. teststhe followingdatawere recorded:test date, bladeweight,X-
axistip offsetmeasurement,Y-axistip offsetmeasurement,Z-axisload cell readingand
tare weight. Thesedata fromeach bladetestedarepresentedin Table1. TheX,Y and
Z c.g. blade locationscalculatedfrom the test data are presented in Table 2. The
average and range of the blade weight and c.g. locationsfor this blade set are the
following:
BladeWeight(Ib) 229.64 227.20to 234.05
Xcg(in) -.105 -.081to -.137
Ycg (in) .054 .018to .088
Zcg (in) 15.87 15.70to 16.00
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Theseresultsareconsistentwiththe initialweightandc.g. locationresultsonthefirsttwo
setsofblades.Acomparisonofthebladeweightandc.g:locationsummaryforallthree
bladesetsisshowninTable3.
The data recorded during the full-up c.g. tests were similar to the data recorded during
the initialc.g.tests with the addition of the ballast weights. Y-axis tip offset measurements
were recorded with and without the ballast weights. X-axis and Z-axis data were taken
with the ballast weights installed. The full-up c.g. test data is presented in Table 4, and
the c.g. locations calculated from this data are presented in Table 5. The average and
range of the blade weight with ballast and the c.g. locations for the full-up blade
configuration for this blade set are the following:
i!!i !
Blade Weight 232.32 230.40 to 235.00
w/ballast (Ib)
Xcg (in) .166 .145 to .192
Ycg (in) -.032 -.034 to -.031
Zcg (in) 15.09 15.02 to 15.18
The full-up c.g. test results are very consistent for the blade set as a whole. None of the
blades showed any unusual characteristics. A comparison of the final c.g. location
summary for the three NTF blade sets, presented in Table 6, shows good consistency
between the blade sets as well.
2.4 Retest of NTF Fan Blades from Blade Set 2
During the time period inwhich DEI was conducting the tests on NTF Blade Set 3 several
NTF blades were removed from the tunnel for routine inspection and minor repair work.
These blades are from NTF Blade Set 2. The weight, c.g. measurement andmodal testing
of these blades had been performed at NASA in 1989. At the request of NASA, DEI
remeasured the c.g. location of two of these blades, numbers 32 and 50. The new
results were compared with the results obtained in 1989to check the consistency of the
present test procedures at DEI and to determine the effect of repairs on the results. The
two blades were tested in the initial and full-up configurations. In the full-up configuration,
each blade was fitted with its assigned NTF flight pin and fairing used in the tunnel, as
was done in the 1989 tests. The current and 1989 results are shown below.
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INITIAL C.G. MEASUREMENT - BLADE NO. 32
i!::i:i:!ii_ii!_!:iiii_i:::.:_:ii!i]]i!!:_:i!,iiii._:ii:.ili:i ii!ii_i i!: :::il]_i_i!_ii_i_ili!!_ii!!i_.:ii!:::.'::!i ::!'i:'i::_i::;':'.:'.:.::"i.:'.::::ii:.:i.:i::!ii_i:'!.::i"i!.i!i:;,.i..:i ::ii:!:i:i:i, . :i ::i.::ii:i:_::: i.:i:ii:iiii'i_i:iiii:
1989 231.9 0.12* 0.026 15.99
1991 231.8 -0.085 0.054 15.99
*See text for explanationof signerror in 1989data.
FULL-UP C.G. MEASUREMENT - BLADE NO. 32
i_S_i i;1;:_:i_!;iEB) " I Xcg (in). :!:i:_._c_!_;iiini_:;:i::i::li_:i:_:!:i_g_(ini"ii!
1989 250.8 0.173 -0.031 15.18
1991 251.0 0.191 -0.011 15.12
INITIAL C.G. MEASUREMENT - BLADE NO. 50
!:_I_,IITEST'_,i:,':ii_,_:;_::,_._I:;_I:WE!GH_ilI(_B):!:;i!I!;i':Xcg::(,n);:!: i':'_i_:!!¥_gi_:_:(.n):: ::: _:!:::'?::!Zcg::;_,i:(,nli!!':ii!:,',i!
1989 227.4 0.107** 0.075 15.94
1991 227.4 -0.092 0.068 15.90
**See text for explanation of sign error in 1989 data.
FULL-UP C.G. MEASUREMENT- BLADE NO. 50
'I:!TEST::.;_;_i:::::..WEIGHT•(LB) " Xcg (in), Ycg..(in).. Zcg(in)_:i.
ii)i iI i:_i:i:/ Blade,falringS, i i .... :::i::::i
:::::i :if:_:::: I i ballast: .... ....::::.. : ... ..,,:: :.... ::: : .:..'.....:: . . . . ..' .i. ':£i',
1989 248.4 0.191 -0.032 15.05
1991 248.1 0.188 -0.047 15.03
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Considering the uncertainties inherent in the balance stand and the c.g. measurement
technique, as well as possible changes to the blades from repair, the 1989 and 1991
results agree fairly well. The results for blade number 50 match the 1989 data slightly
better than the results for blade number 32. From these repeat tests it was discovered
that the X-axis sign convention used in the 1989 initial c.g. measurement tests was
incorrect. Therefore, the initial Xcg values for the 1989 test should be negative. The
good agreement between the tests verified that the c.g. measurement technique used for
Blade Set 3 was accurate, and that the c.g. locations of blades 32 and 50 had not shifted
significantly.
3.0 MODAL SURVEY
The second set of tests performed on the NTF blades was a modal survey to determine
the dynamic characteristics of the blades. The modal data of interest were the natural
frequencies of the blade vibration modes, the mode shapes and the damping associated
with the primary modes. To prevent vibration and flutter problems, the blade natural
frequencies must lie within certain ranges and must avoid disturbing frequencies which
are present during operation in the tunnel. The primary modes of concern are the first
and second bending modes and the first torsion mode. The dynamic requirements
specified by the NTF for safe operation are the following: the first bending mode
frequency should be approximately 60 Hz; the first torsion mode frequency should be
greater than 90 Hz; and none of the modes should coincide with the 24 per rev frequency
at the tunnel operating speeds.
The blades were mounted in a test fixture which was designed to represent the boundary
conditions of the blade mounted to the hub in the NTF. The blades were tested without
fairings or ballast weights. A random excitation force (0-500 Hz frequency band) applied
to the blade with an electromagnetic shaker was used to excite the vibration modes. The
shaker input force and the blade acceleration response were monitored with a load cell
and an accelerometer mounted on the blade. The blade natural frequencies were
identified from the frequency response functions which were generated from the force
and acceleration records. Sine excitation was applied at the blade frequencies to map
the mode shapes. The damping characteristics associated with a particular mode were
determined from free decay response records.
3.1 Test Set-up and Procedures
A photographofthe test set-upwiththe blademountedin the modaltestfixtureis shown
in Figure11. Thewoodenstand supportedthe shakerwhichwas attachedto the lower
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surfaceof the blade. Theinstrumentracksheldallthe electronicequipmentneededfor
thetest.
3.1.1 EQuipment
Acompletelistof the equipmentusedto performthe modalsurveytestsisshownbelow.
Someof thetest equipmentwasprovidedby NASAandsomeby DEI.
- Modaltestfixture
- Pinnutwrench
- NTFflightpin
- Pinnutsandwashers(2)
- Shimwashersfor modalfixture(2)
Woodpintray
- Comealong
- Pinaligner/puller
Torquewrenches(10 ft-lband50 ft-lb)
Shakersupportstand
LingDynamicSystemsShaker(Model203)
ONOSOKKIFFT2-channelAnalyzer(ModelCF350)
StereoAmplifier
FlukeDigitalMultimeter(Model8842)
HP PenPlotter(Model7550)
Krohn-HiteFilter(Model3343Ror 3323)
KistlerAccelerometer(2) (Model818)
KistlerDualModeAmplifier(2) (Model5004)
- PCBTransducer(Model208 A02)
- TektronixOscilloscope(Model5110)
- TektronixDualTraceAmplifier(2) (Model5A18N)
- TektronixTimeBaseAmplifier(Model5B10N)
- TektronixStorageOscilloscope(Model5111)
- TektronixAmplifier(2) (Model5A15N)
WavetekSignalGenerator
- Instrumentrack
- BNCcablesand BNCto microdotcables
_.!,2 Test Procedures
The testproceduresfollowedfor performingthe modalsurveyweresimilartothoseused
intestingthetwoprevioussetsof blades. However,somechangesweremadeinthe
testset-upandproceduresto improvetheaccuracyandconsistencyof theresults.The
testproceduresareexplainedinthissectionandoutlinedintheorderinwhichtheywere
performedinAppendixC.
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Proper mounting of the blade in the modal test fixture was very important. The blade was
held in position by the NTF flight pin which was inserted through the blade bores and the
flight pin hole in the fixture. A close up of the test fixture is shown in Figure 12. The pin
nuts and washers were installed and torqued to 10 ft-lbs. The blade web rested on the
top surface of the fixture which was contoured to the web surface. A block which fits in
the blade web area was used to clamp one side of the blade to represent the
configuration on the hub. The clamp was torqued to 150 ft-lbs. The modal test fixture
was bolted to the concrete floor to provide a rigid base. When mounted properly the
blade fit securely in the fixture without any freeplay at the interface.
The significance of the interface between the blade and the test fixture on the
identification of the modes became apparent after testing the first several blades. Initially,
the blade modes were not easily identified from the frequency response functions (FRF).
The peaks were not clearly defined, the frequencies shifted after unclamping and
reclamping the blade, and some of the mode shapes were difficult to identify. In addition,
there were noticeable differences in the FRFs of the first several blades. In some blades
an additional mode was identified below the first bending mode which was similar to first
bending but displayed a phase shift in the root area. The blades were also tested in an
unclamped configuration. In this configuration the clamp was removed and the blade
positioned so that there was no contact between the blade web and the top of the modal
fixture. The blades were tested in this unclamped configuration in 1989 after having
difficulty identifying the first bending mode in some of the blades in the clamped
configuration and finding poor data repeatability. During the current tests,,however, it
became apparent that it was not possible to achieve consistent boundary conditions in
the unclamped configuration. Because the blade web contours are slightly different from
blade to blade, some of the blades were in contact with the modal fixture. The
differences in this boundary condition had a significant effect on the frequencies.
In an effort to improvethe resultsandthe repeatabilityof the test set-upa differentflight
pin was tried in the modalfixture. Itwas discoveredthatthe diameterof the first test pin
used (4.865")was actuallyundertolerance. An actualspareNTFflight pin was foundto
be larger in diameter(4.872")than the first test pin and thereforeprovideda tighterfit of
the blade in the modal fixture. Thebladeswhichhad been testedwith the first test pin
were recheckedwiththe spareNTFflightpin. In all casesthe FRFsdemonstratedmore
clearlydefined modes,and the resultswere more consistentfrom blade to blade. In
addition, the frequencies increased by 10 to 20 percent. These improved results
indicatedthat the qualityand consistencyof the FRFswere significantlyaffectedby the
blade boundary conditions. The smallerpin did not provide a uniformtight fit of the
bladein the modal fixturetherebyallowingfreeplayat the root. As a resultof thisfinding
the decisionwas made,with NASAconsent,to test all of the bladeswith the spare NTF
flight pin in the clamped configurationonly. This test set-up assured accurate and
consistentresults.
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The positions of the shaker, load cell and accelerometer are shown in Figure 13. The
shaker was suspended from the support stand and attached to the lower surface of the
blade near the leading edge tip (approximately 4 inches aft of the leading edge and2
inches from the tip). A flexible stinger was used to connect the shaker to the blade. A
load cellwas mounted at the shaker/blade attachment point to monitor the shaker input
force. The random signal input to the shaker was generated by the FFT Analyzer and
amplified by the stereo amplifier. An accelerometer was attached to the upper surface
of the blade near the leading edge corner. This location was found to give the best
acceleration responses for identifying the blade modes.
The blade modes were excited with a 0-500 Hz bandwidth random excitation force. The
input force and the acceleration response were monitored on the 2-channel analyzer.
The frequency response function was generated from the force and acceleration and
averaged 32 times. A typical FRF magnitude plot is shown in Figure 14. The peaks on
the plot correspond to the blade vibration modes. The frequency at the tip of a peak is
the frequency corresponding to that particular mode. FRFs were generated and plotted
for each blade to identify the blade frequencies.
Having identified the blade frequencies, the mode shape corresponding to each
frequency was determined. Each mode was excited separately using sine excitation at
the identified frequency. Two accelerometers were used to identify the mode shape: a
reference accelerometer and a roving accelerometer. The relativemagnitude and phase
between the two responses were examinedat different locations on the blade to locate
node lines and map out the mode shape.
The damping value corresponding to a particular mode was determined from the free
decay acceleration response. Each mode was excited with the sine excitation and the
acceleration response monitored on the FFTanalyzer. After turning off the excitation, the
free decay response of the blade was recorded. The damping coefficient was calculated
from these responses using the logarithmic decrement method.
3.2 Test Results
A modal survey was performed on each of the 27 blades. Five modes were identified
within the 0-400 Hz frequency range. Modes above 400 Hz were of no concern because
they lie outside of the excitable frequency range at the tunnel operating speeds. The
primary modes of interest for dynamic design requirements were the first and Second
bending modes and the first torsion mode. Two higher modes were also identified: a
combined bending/torsion mode and the third bending mode. The damping values were
determined for the three primary modes.
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The magnitude plot of the frequency response function for blade number 60 is shown in
Figure 15. The frequencies identified from this FRF are 62.5 Hz, 121.25 Hz, 221i25 Hz,
280.0 Hz and 387.5 Hz. The mode shapes corresponding to these frequencies are
presented in Figures 16 thru 20. The mode shapes are illustrated by node lines and plus
or minus signs to indicate phase changes. The 62.5 Hz mode, shown in Figure 16, is the
first bending mode. The 121.25 Hz mode, shown in Figure 17, is the second bending
mode. A phase change occurs across the node line which lies across the blade. The
third mode, at 221.25 Hz (Figure 18), is the first torsion mode. The node line lies
diagonally across the blade rather than vertically at the centerline. This behavior is likely
due to the twist of the blades and the test fixture mounting. The mode identified at 280.0
Hz (Figure 19) is a combined bending/torsion mode, and the mode identified at 387.5 Hz
(Figure 20) is the third bending mode. The free decay responses for the first three
modes are shown in Figures 21 thru 23. The damping value for the first bending mode
is .051, .072 for the second bending mode, and .036 for the torsion mode.
Table 7 presents•the five blade mode frequenciesidentifiedfor each of the 27 blades.
The dampingvaluescorrespondingto the first threemodes are shownin Table8. The
averagefrequencyandfrequencyrangeof eachmodefor BladeSet3as awholearethe
following:
i;_:;:.i_;ii:i_::!i::_::_:i:!::::i:::i:.i::!L:i:iii_:_i::_!::il;i:i_:.:! i_ _!::_:!_i!::i_:i: i:!: i!_:i;. i:!.i.:;! i ii:ii_ _:_i_i: :.-::;:!_;i_:i;:i iii: _. : '; : _::::i: _::!_::i::" :_ ::'::_:i_:_:::ii:; !_ii::_!::i:!:::ii;: i:!:!:!_i:i_i:::iiii_::_::i::ii_:i::i_::!ii:i:_:;_:::;ii::i::
i_:_:;:_II:_,:::_::i;i_MODEDESGRIPTION_:::::ii:::::::i::i_;'•FREQUENCYRANGEi::(HZ)IIIiliii_i_VE_E {H.Z)::
' :.:' : .. • :".. " " :., . : : ,. ... ::. • : " ...., ....- . , .. . ,. • • -,.. ......... ...........;.,H;.;.,,_..:.'_....;__.........._.............;.T._..._............__....___..__..____.._.....;_..__..
1st Bending 58.75 65.00 61.5
i,
2nd Bending 118.75 - 123.75 120.7
1st Torsion 206.25 - 227.50 216.7
Bending/Torsion 267.50 - 280.00 273.2
3rd Bending 376.25 - 413.75 392.7
The modal survey results for Blade Set 3 indicate that all the blades meet the dynamic
requirements necessary for safe operation in the NTF. An interference diagram of the
blade frequencies and the tunnel disturbing frequencies is presented in Figure 24. The
tunnel normally operates at speeds between 360 RPMand 600 RPM. The predominant
disturbing frequency present during tunnel operation is 24 per rev. One per rev and 4
per rev disturbances are also present at lower energy levels. This plot shows that the first
bending frequency is well above the 1 per rev and 4 per rev frequencies. The second
bending mode does not coincide with the 24 per rev frequency anywhere within the
operating range. The torsion mode is well above 90 Hz, and it does not cross the 24 per
rev line at the predominant operating speeds of 360 RPM and 600 RPM. t
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Thenarrow frequency bands indicate that the dynamic characteristics of the blades are
consistent within the blade set. Blade frequency differences from one blade to another
were relatively small. The mode shapes mapped out for each blade were also very
similar. The mode shapes illustrated for blade number 60 in Figures 16 thru 20 are
representative of the mode shapes for all the blades. Repeat tests performed on several
blades showed good repeatability of the results.
A comparison of the average blade frequencies identified for the three NTF Fan Blade
Sets is shown below. There are some similarities between the blade sets but also several
noticeable differences.
All three'blade sets exhibited a first bending mode at approximately the same frequency.
The second bending mode frequency of the first and third sets are very close, but the
second set exhibited a considerably higher frequency. In 1989, when the second blade
set was tested, this discrepancy was not resolved or explained. A bending/torsion mode
was identified in both the first and second blade sets but not in the third blade set.
These differences in the modal survey results for the three blade sets are primarily due
to inconsistencies in the blade mounting technique used for the three tests. As discussed
in section 3.1.2, the boundary conditions of the blade in the test fixture were found to
significantly affect the quality and repeatability of the frequency response functions from
which the modes were identified. The three blade sets were tested with different flight
pins which varied in diameter. The bending/torsion mode identified in Blade Sets 1 and
2 was most likely a function of the blade root boundary conditions. Blade Set 2 exhibited
inconsistencies even in the first bending mode, which could not be identified for some of
the blades. The modal survey results for Blade Set 3 as a whole are very consistent and
repeatable as a result of proper blade mounting to obtain good quality frequency
response functions.
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3.3 Retest of NTF Fan Blades from Blade Set 2
At NASA's request,modal surveyswere conducted on blade numbers 32 and 50 from
Blade Set 2. These blades were removed from the NTF for routineinspection. The
originalmodal tests on these blades had been conductedin 1989. In the currenttest,
the blades were fitted in the modal test fixture with their assigned NTF flight pins,
although a different pin had been used in 1989. The modal survey resultsfrom the two
tests on these blades, shown below, exhibit the same differences discussed in the
previous section.
,.,
1st Bending 71.25 62.50 66.25 63.75
Bending/Torsion ........ 86.25 ....
2nd Bending 156.25 122.50 155.00 121.25
1st Torsion 196.25 215.00, 191.25 221.25
The discrepancybetweenthe resultsis a functionof the boundary conditionsinthe test
fixture.Thefrequencyofthe secondbendingmodedropped fromthe unexplainablyhigh
frequencyof 155 Hz to 121 Hz, whichis consistentwiththe resultsfrom Set 1 as wellas
Set 3.
4.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS
DEI conducted a series of tests on NTF Blade set 3 to insure that the blades met the
design requirements necessary for operation in the NTF. The first set of tests included
weight and center of gravity measurements of each blade. The initial c.g. measurements
were taken for the blade alone. The final c.g. measurements were taken for the blade in
the full-up assembly configuration with flight pin and fairings installed. Ballast weights
were added to the blade web area to achieve the required Y-axis c.g. location. The
second set of tests consisted of a modal survey of each blade to determine the blade
dynamic characteristics. The blade natural frequencies, mode shapes and damping
characteristicswere identified from these tests.
The resultsof thesetests indicatethat the blades in BladeSet 3 meetthe requirements
for operationin the NTF. Thebladecharacteristicsare consistentwithinthe entireblade
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set. There is little variation in weight and c.g. location from blade tOblade. In addition,
the average and range of weight and c.g. location for Blade Set 3 is very similar to those
previously measured for Blade Sets 1 and 2. The dynamic characteristics identified from
the modal survey tests meet the NTF dynamic requirements. These results are also
consistent and repeatable within the blade set. The boundary conditions of the blade in
the test fixture were found to have a significant affect on the blade modes. The variation
of this boundary condition in testing the three blade sets was the primary cause of the
differences in the frequencies and modes of the blade sets.
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APPENDIX A
DETAILED PROCEDURES FOR NTF BLADE C.G. MEASUREMENT
A. Transit and Test Stand Alignment and Leveling
1. Placetransitapproximately28feetfromtheteststand,perpendicularto thetest
standrotationaxis.
2. Level transit stand.
3. Placea 1 inch drill rod acrosswheelsand check the standto see that it is
parallel with the transit. Make adjustmentusing levelingscrews on stand.
"Bondo"can be used around levelingscrewsto stick it to the floorso the test
stand will not moveif it is bumped.
4. Place a second transit in line with the test stand rotation axis. Scribe
crosshairs through center of rod end. With a small V-block (approx. 1.25" x
1.25") scribe a centerline through center of the V. Lightly spring clamp the
rotating wheels on one end (to hold in position). Place rod on wheels, scribed
end towards transit scope, and place V block on opposite end of rod. Align
scope with crosshairs and plumb centerline of V block. Adjust position of
transit to align scope with the rod axis.
A scribed line alignedwith the centerline axis and a benchmark on thewall can
be used to recheck the transit alignment and test stand positioning.
5. Using established centerlineswing scope down and positionscale to 3" (the
center of the 6" scale).
B. Preparation of Blade for Test Stand - Initial C.G. Measurement
The initial C.G. measurementis performedon the blade alone, i.e., without the
fairings and the flight pin. The blade is supported in the test stand by the cross
assembly.
1. Checkfor cleanlinessand lubricationofall partsprior to assembly.
2. Check blade machined surfaces for resin coating problems.
3. Check balance wheels and clean with alcohol if necessary.
4. Liftthe blade from the box using strapsthroughthe pin sleevesani:lposition
into the blade holding cart.
5. Attach the load cell to the overheadhoist and zero the readoutwithstrap
attached.
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6. Lift the blade out of the holding cart with the strap and record blade weight.
7. Hang the cross shaft pin on the overhead crane using an eye bolt inserted into
the lifting plate at the center of cross shaft. Uft the shaft to the same height as
the blade pin sleeve.
8. Slide the cross shaft pin in position with the blade - dowel hole facing blade.
9. Place sleeves in both bores of the blade. Check for cleanliness.
10. Using the shop cart and wooden cylinder holder elevatethe dummy blade pin
to the proper height. Pin will be parallel with the floor. The short side of this
pin must be on the leading edge side.
11. Insert the dummy pin gently into the blade bore using a strap wrench to rotate
as the pin is pushed into the blade. Make sure pin is clean.
12. Push pin into the blade until 8.75 inches is left sticking out on the trailing edge
end.
13. Alignment is correct when the alignment dowel can be inserted (rotate
cylindrical pin until dowel can be inserted).
14. Check that the cross assembly is centered between the bores. Use shims to
make adjustments.
C. Blade Positioning in Test Stand for Initial C.G. Measurement
At this point you must decide which axis you are preparing for: -z requiresthe
additionof the balanceboom; x-y doesn't.
X-axisand Y-axisC.G. measurement
1. Set blade in teststand.
a. For Y-axis measurement the dummy blade pin (passing
through pin sleeves in bores) sits on the rotating wheels.
b. For X-axis measurement the cross shaft pin sits on the
rotating wheels.
2. Disconnect crane and remove eye bolt and lifting plate and anything else not
pertaining to the test itself.
3. The transit should be in position perpendicular to the test stand rotation axis.
4. Check that the center of the pin along the axis to be measured (dummy pin for
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X-axis measurement and cross shaft pin for Y-axis measurement} and the
benchmarks on the stand and the wall line up. The center of the pin can be
targeted using the threaded pin center finders.
5. Insert the blade tip pointer and position tip approximately .01'°above scale.
6. Move transit scope in line with test stand rotation axis and check alignment.
7. Read the pointer scale measurement from the scope and check it up close by
eye. Record the scale reading. This measurement is used to determine the
C.G. offset.
t
Z-axis(_.G.Measurement
The Z-axis measurement requires the addition of the balance boom and the
load cell.
1. Position transit perpendicular to test stand rotation axis and level it. Align
scope with test stand and wall benchmarks.
2. Install the balance boom using the special bolts (2). The balance boom can
be installed with the blade on the table (DEI preferred method) or after theblade is in the test stand.
3. Place the blade assembly with balance boom in the test stand positioned so
that the cross shaft pin sits on the rotating wheels (X-axisset-up).
4. Align the center of the dummy pin with the scope, then rotate the blade 90° on
the test stand and check that the tip pointer hole is close to the centerline of
the scope.
5. Place a load cell (20 Ib) on a stand positioned so that the load cell pointer lines
up on the crosshair marked on the balance boom. The load cell will be
approximately 47.67 inches from the test stand. The balance boom is
positioned horizontally with the free end resting on the load cell when level.
6. Read the compressive loading on the load cell indicator box. If necessary,
place tare weights on the boom directly above the load cell to obtain a
compressive load of at least 5 Ibs. Record the compression load and the tare
weight.
D. Assembly of Flight Pin for Full-Up C.G. Measurement
The flightpin isthe actualpin whichis used to mountthe blades to the hub in the
tunnel. Thispin is insertedthroughthe blade boresusingthe pin insertionstand.
1. Lift the blade from the box usingstrapsthroughthe pin sleevesand position
intothe blade holdingcart.
2O
2. Insertcrossshaft into blade repeating procedures B.7 -B.9.
3. Insert the hollowpin intothe blade bore.
4. Positionblade (leadingedge first)in the "pin insertion"stand.
5. Strap cross shaftto stand.
6. Attach"bullet"to properflight pin.
7. Lubricatepin with recommendedsubstanceas necessary.
8. Extendcome along chainthroughblade mountinghole.
9. Pullthe flightpin intothe assembly.
10. Place the outboard nut and washer (-2) on the flight pin exposingapproxi-
matelythree threads.
11. Pullflightpin untilinstallednut/washerbottoms.
_ 12. Place special lift device on top of cross shaft and install special bolts.
13. Attach assembly to overhead crane and release straps. Remove assembly.
14. Remove _'bullet"from flight pin.
15. Install -1 nut and washer.
16. Check exposed portion of flight pin.
17. Set distance from end of pin to blade as follows -1 end = 1.195 in./-2 end =
2.445 in. Set one end first, then if the distance on the other end is greater or
less than it should be, split the difference between the two ends.
18. Install fairings on blade.
19. Attach the load cell to the overhead hoist and zero the readout.
20. Lift the blade out of the holding cart and record the full-up blade assembly
weight.
21. Assembly is ready to be installed in test stand.
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E. Full-up C.G. Measurement and Balancing
Y-axisC.G. Measurement
The Y-axisC.G. measurementrequiresthe use of the rightanglewheel systemto
changethe teststand rotationaxis90". The offsetatthe tip pointerismeasuredoff
the Y-axis scaleblock,
1. Set the blade inthe test stand positioned so that the crossshaft pin sitson the
rotating wheels.
2. Lift cross shaft pin just high enough to slide the right angle wheel block
underneath the pin. The flight pin should sit on the rotating wheels of the right
angle wheel block.
3. Install fairings on blade.
4. Attach the target to the bare end of the flight pin.
5. Set the Y-axis scale block on the 2-axis slide table.
6. Using the transit, align the target, the scribed line on the right angle wheel
block, the centerline of the scale block, and the benchmarks on the test stand.
7. Record Ay at tip pointer.
8. Add ballast weights to obtain 0.1" < Ay <__0.11".
a. To determine the proper ballast, stack weights in the
center of the web along the edge, along with the four 21/2''
long bolts, nuts and washers.
b. Weigh and record ballast weight.
c. The total ballast weight needed should be divided into groups of four
and should be placed symmetrically around each leg of web.
d. Install ballast weights on blades, with heaviest weight on
the outside, next largest on the inside and the rest in the
middle.
e. Record new Ay.
X-axis and Z-axisC.G. Measurement
The ballast weights remain in place for the X-axis and Z-axis c.g. measurements.
1. Lift blade assembly and remove right angle wheel block.
2. Set up blade for X-axis measurement using the procedures described for the
initial C.G. measurement.
3. Record _x at tip pointer.
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4. Installbalanceboom and set up blade for Z-axismeasurementusingthe
proceduresdescribedfortheinitialC.G.measurement.
5. Recordloadcellreadingand tareweight.
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APPENDIX B-1
NTF BLADE WEIGHT AND INITIAL C.G. MEASUREMENT
PROCEDURE CHECKLIST AND DATA SHEET
BLADE NUMBER: TEST DATE:
1. Check cleanlinessand lubrication of all blade assembly parts and balance
wheels.
2. Visuallyinspectblade.
3. Weigh the blade:
Check load cell & rebalance/calibrate as required
Blade removed from box with strap through pin sleeve
Place blade in holding cart
Attach load cell to overhead hoist and zero the readout with a strap and
shackle attached
Lift blade out of box with the strap & record load cell reading
BladeWeight= Ibs
Installblade intoholdingcart. Removethe loadcell. I
4. Install cross assembly with dummy pin onto the blade:
Installsleeves into blade bores
Lift the cross shaft from the eyebolt in the center
Insert cross shaft into blade
Install dummy pin - short end on L.E. side of the blade
Insert dowel pin
Center cross assembly between bores with shims
5. Set blade in teststand for Y-axis C.G. measurement:
Dummy pin sitting on rotating wheels
L.E. on negative side of scale
Remove eyebolt & plate
6. Check transit and blade alignment
7. Insert blade tip pointer positioned .01" above scale
8. MeasureY-axisoffsetattip pointerand record
Ay = in
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9. Liftand rotateblade90° for X-axisC.G.measurement:
Installeyebolt liftingplate
Crossshaftsitting on rotatingwheels
LE on negativesideof scale
Removeeyebolt& plate
10. Check transitand blade alignment
11. MeasureX-axis offset at tip pointer and record
&x - in
12. Position transit perpendicular to test stand rotation axis. Level it and aligni
with test stand.
13. Hoistbalanceboom and attachto cross assembly.
Crosshairon balanceboom facingdown
Crossshaftpin sittingon rotatingwheels
LE on negativeside of scale
14. Align centerof dummypinwith scope. Rotateblade 90° and checkthattip
pointer hole is near scopecenterline
15. Positionload cell at crosshairon balanceboom
Zero load cell reading
Checkthat balanceboom is level
16. Obtaintare weightand load cell reading:
Add tare weightsuntil loadcell reading> 5 Ibs
Recordtareweight and load cell reading
Tare weight = Ibs Load cell = Ibs
Testperformedby:
Testdate:
Starttime: Endtime:
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APPENDIX B-2
NTF BLADE FULL-UP C.G. MEASUREMENT
PROCEDURE CHECKLIST AND DATA SHEET
BLADE NUMBER: TEST DATE:
1. Check cleanliness and lubrication of all blade assembly parts and balance
wheels.
2. Visuallyinspect blade.
3. Weigh the blade:
Check load cell & rebalance/calibrate as required
Blade removed from box with strap through pin sleeve
Place blade in holding cart
Attach load cell to overhead hoist and zero the readout with a strap and
shackle attached
Lift blade out of box with strap & record load cell reading
Blade weight = Ibs
Installblade into holding cart. Remove load cell.
4. Installcross assemblywith hollow pin into blade: i
Install sleeves into blade bores
Insert cross shaft into blade
__ Insert hollow pin into blade bores
5. Install flight pin:
Blade in pin insertion stand LE first
Cross shaft strapped to stand
Bulletattached to flight pin
Flight pin lubricated
Flight pin pulled through and outboard nut/washer on
Bullet removed and other nut/washer installed
6. Set distance from end of pin to blade
-1 end=1.195 in, -2 end=2.445 in
7. Install fairings on blade
8. Weigh full-up blade assembly
Load cell zeroed out
Record load cell reading
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Full-upBladeAssemblyweight= Ibs
9. SetbladeinteststandforY-axisC.G.measurement
Crossshaftpinsittingon rotatingwheels
LEon negativesideof scale
Rightangleblockpositionedundercrossassembly
Eyeboltand plateremoved
10. Aligntransit,Y-axisscaleblockand centerof flightpin
11. Insert blade tip pointer positioned .01" above scale block
12. Measure Y-axisoffset at tip pointer and record
Ay = in
13.Add ballastweightsuntil0.10< Ay <0.11
Bolts,nutsand washersincludedwithweights
Totalweightdividedintogroupsof four
Ballastweightsinstalledon each leg of web
__ Heaviestweighton outside,nextlargeston insideand rest inmiddle '
Ballastweight= Ib
Aycorrecte d = in
14. Set up bladeforX-axisC.G.measurement
Rightangleblockremoved
Crossshaftsittingon wheels
15. Checktransitand blade alignment
16. MeasureX-axisoffsetat tip pointerand record
= in
17. Positionbalance boom above blade
18. Attachbalanceboomto crossassembly
Crosshairon balanceboomfacingdown
19. Positiontransitperpendicularto test stand rotationaxis.Levelit and align
it withteststand.
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__ 20. Alignscope with balanceboom centerline. Check that tip pointer is near
scopecenterline.
21. Positionload cellat crosshairon balanceboom
Zeroloadcellreading
Checkthatbalanceboomislevel
22. Obtaintareweightand loadcellreading:
Add tareweightsuntilloadcellreading> 5 Ibs
Recordtareweightand loadcellreading
Tareweight = Ibs Loadcell = Ibe
Testperformedby:
Test date:
Starttime: End time'
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APPENDIXC
NTF BLADE MODAL TESTING PROCEDURES
1. Mount the blade on the modal test fixture with the NTF flight pin.
a. Apply 10 ft-lb torque to pin nuts.
b. Center clamp block in blade web and torque clamp nut to 150 ft-lb.
2. Set up the shaker to apply a force to the blade at the tip leading edge corner.
(approximately 4" aft of LE and 2" from tip on lower surface)
a. Connect the shaker to the blade using a flexible stinger.
b. Install the PCB load cell at the shaker/blade attachment point to monitor the
input force.
3. Attach an accelerometer to the blade on the upper surface tip LE corner.
4. Apply a periodic random force (0-500 Hz bandwidth) to the blade with the shaker,
using a signal generated from the analyzer.
5. Monitor the input force and acceleration response on the 2-channel analyzer.
6. Generate the frequency response function (FRF) (32-64averages) from the force
and acceleration records.
7. Identifythe frequenciesof the blademodesfromthe FRFpeaks.
8. Plotthe FRFmagnitudeand phaseandstoreon a disk.
9. Identify the mode shapes.
a. Map out a grid on the blade.
b. Apply a sine excitation at each identified frequency.
c. Using a roving accelerometer compare amplitude and phase at different
locations on the blade with respect to a reference accelerometer.
d. Locate the node lines.
10. Measurethedampingof the firstfourmodes.
a. Apply a sineexcitationto the blade to exciteonemode at a time.
b. Filterthefreedecayaccelerationresponsewithina bandwidththatincludesthe
blademodes.
c. Turnoffthe excitationand recordthefree decayresponse.
d. Plotthe free decayresponseand storeon disk.
e. Calculatethe dampingcoefficientfrom the free decay responseusingthe
logarithmicdecrementmethod.
11. Repeatprocedures1 through9 for alltheblades.
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TABLE 1. NTF FAN BLADES INITIAL e.G. TEST DATA
..
8-20-91 56 227;20 -0.150 0.430 5.00 6.62
8-22-91 57 228.65 -0.135 0.355 5.00 6.26
8-12-91 58 227.95 -0.150 0.255 5.00 6.78
8-12-91 59 230.75 -0.166 0.365 5.00 6.55
8-9-91 60 230.80 -0.059 0.365 5.00 6.30
8-14-91 61 227.95 -0.155 0.320 5.00 6.10
8-12-91 . 62 228.15 -0.110 0.340 5.00 6.43
8-13-91 63 230.10 -0.105 0.355 5.00 5.31
8-13-91 64 230.15 -0.210 0.255 5.00 5.69
8-22-91 65 229.25 -0.125 0.320 5.00 6.10
8-14-91 67 228.20 -0.150 0.309 5.00 6.32
8-14-91 68 227.55 -0.190 0.360 5.00 6.65
8-16-91 69 229.70 -0.155 0.320 5.00 5.47
8-14-91 70 230.20 -0.125 0.395 5.00 5.35
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--- TABLE 1. CONTINUED
8-14-91 71 228.75 -0.055 0.300 5.00 6.17
8-15-91 72 229.00 -0.190 0.315 .00 6.08
8-21-91 73 230.45 -0.220 0.330 5.00 5.59
w 8-19-91 74 231.90 -0.205 0.330 5.00 5.62
~
8-21-91 75 229.65 -0.260 0.345 5.00 5.64
8-21-91 76 232.50 -0.250 0.320 5.00 5.63
8-19-91 77 227.90 -0.270 0.325 5.00 6.65
8-20-91 78 227.60 -0.120 0.395 5.00 6.69
8-22-91 79 .228.65 -0.275 0.330 5.00 6.26
8-23-91 81 233.60 -0.120 0.360 5.00 5.42
8-23-91 82 234.05 -0.205 0.365 5.00 5.41
8-23-91 83 231.00 -0.250 0.307 5.00 6.48
8-21-91 84 228.55 -0.235 0.285 5.00 6.31
......
TABLE 2. NTF FAN BLADESINITIAL C.G. LOCATION
_!_i_ i I_D_ _i_ i_ Xcg ill! _:gl i! _.i! i!i _ii _i !i !!ii
UMf!Eigi!_iiii_i!illi_iilii_ i!iiii!!ili,i_i!i,i,liiiii_iii(l_)%i!_iiiiiiiiii_iiiiiii_!_%__ !!_ii::_i__ (in);_/_!_! ,i !! _i !_i iiii!ii!iii!iiiiiiiii(ifi)i!iiii!iiii_i,i!iiii!i!i!ii!i_iii_il•_i!i! _!_ _ ii_i_ ii _ii! ii_!i! ii i_iii_i_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_!ii_ii_i!ii_ii
56 227.20 -0.137 0.048 15.930
57 228.65 -0.113 0.043 15.904
58 227.95 -0.081 0.048 15.844
59 230.75 -0.115 0.052 15.700
60 230.80 -0.115 0.019 15.748
61 227.95 -0.102 0.050 15,987
62 228.15 -0.108 0.035 15.904
63 , 230.10 -0.114 0.034 16.001
64 230.15 -0.081 0.067 15.919
65 229.25 -0.102 0.040 15.896
67 228.20 -0.098 0.048 15.923
68 227.55 -0.115 0.060 15.900
69 229.70 -0.102 0.050 15.996
70 230.20 -0.126 0.040 15.986
71 228.75 -0.096 0.018 15.916
72 229.00 -0.1O0 0.061 15.918
73 230.45 -0.105 0.070 15.919
74 231.90 -0.104 0.065 15.813
75 229.65 -0.110 0.083 15.964
76 232.50 -0.101 0.079 15.700
77 227.90 -0.103 0.086 15.875
78 227.60 -0.126 0.038 15.888
79 228.65 -0.105 0.088 15.904
81 233.60 -0.113 0.038 15.739
82 234.05 -0.115 0.064 15.711
83 231.00 -0.096 0.079 15.697
=
84 228.55 -0.091 0.075 15.901
AVG 229.64 -.105 0.054 15.874
32
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227.20 - .137 0.048 15.930
28.65 - .113 .043 .904
227.95 -0.081 0.048 . 44
. - . . 5.700
230.80 -0.115 0.019 5.748
61 227.95 -0.102 . ,
. - . . .
. . - . . .001
64 230.15 -0.081 0.067 15.919
. - . . .
. - . . .
. - . . .
229.70 -0.102 . .
. . .
71 . - . . .. .
. . 00 .
. - . . .
. . .
75 229.65 -0.110 0.083 15.964
. . . .
. . .
.
. . . .
-0.1 .
. -0. . .
. - . 0. .
84 . -0. .. 0.0
29.64 -.105 .054 .874
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TABLE 3. SUMMARY OF INITIAL e.G. TEST RESULTS FOR NTF BLADE SETS 1, ~,AND 3
1
2
3
227.70 +2.9
-2.1
228.67 +5.75
-4.67
229.64 +4.41
-2.44
-.138 +.051
-.062
.139 +.059
-.05
-.105 +.024
-.032
.008 -.033
+.032
.048 +.051
-.034
.054 +.034
-.036
16.278 +.146
-.092
15.955 + .242
-.314
15.874 +.127
-.177
NOTE: Sign convention of Xcg for blade set 2 was incorrect.
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TEST
DATE
TABLE 4. NTF FAN BLADES FULL-UP e.G. TEST DATA
8-28-91
8-29-91
8-29-91
8-30-91
8-30-91
9-5-91
9-5-91
9-4-91
9-4-91
9-4-91
9-6-91
9-10-91
9-5-91
9-10-91
9-11-91
9-16-91
9-12-91
9-17-91
9-16-91
9-18-91
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
230.40
231.15
230.85
231.60
231.00
231.10
230.75
232.90
233.60
231.70
231.65
230.85
233.05
233.25
231.05
232.66
234.40
234.20
233.90
234.35
-.255
-.225
-.275
-.315
-.225
-.275
-.250
-.230
-.315
-.235
-.275
,..305
-.290
-.185
-.310
-.335
-.330
-.395
-.360
.110
.107
.100
.108
.110
.103
.110
.110
.102
.102
.110
.100
.100
.105
.107
.107
.107
.105
.110
.105
2.921_
3.235
3.677
2.879
3.307
2.956
3.091
3.66
2.862
3.633
3.488
3.342
3.203
2.546
3.712
3.956
3.984
4.464
4.127
-.480
-.570
-.590
-.515
-.485
-.502
-.535
-.535
-.625
-.572
-.560
~.525
-.575
-.485
-.565
-.550
-.585
·--;550
-.575
-.560
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
4.31
4.21
4.57
4.27
4.19
3.92
4.34
3.17
3.37
4.08
3.97
4.35
3.23
3.21
4.30
3.82
3.21
3.25
3.12
3.15
----- --_._._- ------------ ------_._------------------------------------
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TABLE 4. CONTINUED
i:,"" _', ·•••",'S'.LA""'0''E"',".,',·."".•'.'"·,.,,, ,'.'.,'•. ',·••.B"··:.'.W','..:,',.',.·.:,:,L,.:,,.. :.·:.·",:",,'1\·,',·,','B••,.,'•. :::. ··:O,:".A,·,'.::',••• ,'.• ','•• :: ,E.,.""::'.',.',,,,:.,',·.·:,l,.• ,.'".W,'.":"""'",..'.·".·,·,.,,',:,:.'S,G.·,,'.',.T'.'."T,'.::.'.',•••"',••' l:J.yS'AW,--".:'".I,::'"".""T",·.",. ,'••,'".•H.·,..",•.':,':,••,"".S.,O,.',.',.,.,.,·T'".·",U,:"'•.'.• :.":',',:".,:,: .'.'.]7",,'.,:.'.,,:.,':.,,,'.','.,:,.'.•,'".:,.,".:"'.:,:""'."' ••" ,:::.:,::,:,,::,:::,,:.,·j ••:.~¥•• YVITf-f\ (.·'·.BA1...L.ASm,/:, ' .'~::WI'IH: (.::•••••••••••••::TABE ""i.,·,::"."'::,i:,':I:.<t~sj7 , I L;Lr\' LLr\ ,,',,' """'" 'WEIGHTy,.'."'""','.'",.•""',.,.::'.",,,,:,,,,.",',:".'.,:', ':'.":,:".':.",:'",.,••:",,.,'::,'.:••.•'.• ',:.:,:,.",.,B.·.','",',:.','."",•. ': ',..A,:,,,:•••.:",:'"', ,. ','•..::','.,.iltA('."::I:·,':.N',••, .,','.:'::",•. ').,••,:":",.,'.5,:'::,,'.:,,.',T,.:,',',.,',: ,',,' "':',':','""",,,',,",",',;,':' ' ,',',:':' ,,',':',,,", "", ,::. ",i':'::::':<:':""'::ce{"":':"":':::::
> DATE' I'" NO; ,,·,':":(t.:aS) ',:" '(fNr:): •••::::i:i~;~~~~r(:·(LBSj ,. .·····:.~~~S,.·<1..0~B$~.j:r!:
4.25
4.10
3.89
3.11
4.78
3.70
3.31
77 231.90 -.385 .102 4.023 -.575 5.0
78 230040 -.220 .110 2.897 -0490 5.0
79 232.85 -0415 .110 4.572 -.570 5.0
81 233.95 -.255 .103 3.203 -.527 5.0
82 235.00 -.315 .102 3.657 -.535 5.0
83 232.35 -,380 .105 4.239 -.595 5.0
84 232.00 -.330 .110 3.866 -.635 5.0
9-12-91
9-17-91
9-19-91
9-19-91
9-17-91
'.
w 9-13-91
c.n 11------t----t-------+--,------+-------t---,-------+-----+-----t------iJ
9-13-91
TABLE 5. NTF FAN BLADESFULL-UP C,G. LOCATIONS
ii ....................................................................... _ .............
i! xo=:.:' ::;¥41::::ii i
!i!iii!_;ii!!;i'.Ni_#iB_8!iiii!:;!_iiiiiiil!iii#;;;i!;i;! : ;i_iSAi£_S!_;ili(iS)::!i_iii:_:i.._ • (in).; :i::_ii;.i::.,!!_:::i :.....:...:.i:(in)!i'::_i:i:::_ ._::::i:ili_i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiii(i_)!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_
56 230.40 0.145 -0.033 15.113
57 231.15 0.172 -0.032 15.087
58 230.85 O.178 -0.030 15.036
i
59 231.60 O.155 -0.033 15.047
L
60 231.00 O.147 -0.033 15.099
61 231.10 0.152 -0.031 15.145
62 230.75 O.162 -0.033 15.086
i
63 232.90 0.162 -0.033 15.179
J.
64 233.60 O.189 -0.031 15.098
65 231.70 O.173 -0.031 15.078
i ,, , p
67 231.65 0.169 -0.033 15.102
68 230.85 O.158 -0.030 15.078
69 233.05 0.174 -0.030 15.159
70 233.25 O.147 -0.032 15.151
71 231.05 0.170 -0.032 15.075
72 232.60 O.166 -0.032 15.073
73 234.40 O.177 -0.032 15.081
74 234.20 O.166 -0.032 15.085
75 233.90 0.174 -0.033 15.1•28
76 234.35 0.169 -0.032 15.096
77 231.90 0.173 -0.031 15.033
78 230.40 0.147 -0,033 15.022
79 232.85 O.172 -0.033 15.081
81 233.95 0.159 -0.031 15.089 ;
i
82 235.00 O.161 -0.031 15.064
83 232.35 0.179 -0.032 15.035
84 232.00 O.192 -0.033 i 15.096
f
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•. :.,•.'.::••..".,'.• '.:.'.,.',•.••.•...•,.':•...• ':..••.. ·.·.,•.•'.:.·,·.·:i.·,.•.•.,.,•.••., f.:.d:,·.·...•. i, •. B.,.·.·.:LJ•. ·.:: '.,•.~.·.•. ·, •.n.·.,i..i..•.: .:.·., •.•.·'8·.·.0.·.:.·.· ·.:.·.:'E·.,.8.:... ·. ·.•.•.·8·.·.'.:.•:·.',•. •• ·.·.'.. ·:·.•. ·.:•.·,•.'.:..·.i.·,•.,'.'.· .•.· •.•.·.•.•.',•..',.':·.,.',.·.•,:·,:.;•.•.•~,•.. ·i:!·§IQe~§'@HT Ii.I~ IV.I ;.i:U'\iYI§'lSht;l\~T(lp) < I>' ·xcg··.' ...'.,.. ,....,'••• :< '.' ,.y6§(in) ...••.,... '\ I( .'...··(ih) ,·.".".i
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
76
77
78
79
81
82
83
84
230.40
231.15
230.85
231.60
231.00
231.10
230.75
232.90
233.60
23t.70
231.65
230.85
233.05
233.25
231.05
232.60
234.40
234.20
.
234.35
231.90
230.40
232.85
233.95
235.00
232.35
232.00
0.145
0.172
0.178
0.155
0.147
0.152
0.162
0.162
0.189
0.173
0.169
0.158
0.174
0.147
0.170
0.166
0.177
0.166
. 74
. 0.169
0.173
0.147
0.172
0.159
0.161
0.179
.0.192
36
-0.033
-0.032
-0.030
-0.033
-0.033
-0.031
-0.033
-0.033
-0.031
,.0.031
-0.033
.; . 30
-0.030
-0.032
-0.032
-0.032
-0.032
-0.032
- . 33
-0.032
-0.031
-0.033
-0.033
-0.031
- .031
-0.032
-0.033
15.113
15.087
15.036
15.047
15.099
15.145
15.086
15.179
15.098
15.078
15.102
15.078
15.159
15.151
15.075
15.073
15.081
15.085
.
15.096
15.033
15.022
15.081
15.089
.
.. .064 .',
15.035
15.096
u
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TABLE6. SUMMARY OF FINALC.G.TEST RESULTS FOR NTF FAN BLADE
SETS 1, 2, AND 3
1
2
3
234.61 +2.74 .159 + 053 -.028 +.016 15.120 +.087
-2.31 -.038 -.005 -.079
231 .55 +6.06 .163 +.059 -.032 +.002 15.105 +.187
-3.12 -.033 -.002 -.171
232.32 +2.68 .166 +.026 -.032 +.001 15.089 +.09
..1.92 -.021 -.002 -.067
TABLE 7. NTF FAN BLADE MODAL SURVEY RESULTS
BLADE FREQUENCIES ]
•: " ...... • " !::i::::' " ' .... " ' ,
BLADE ::.... FIRST SECOND FIRST BENDING/ ._: THIRDNUMBER: i; BE_DiNG: BENDING TORSION TORSION BENDING
.... ]' ii " " " " ; ' ..... "
56 61.25 121.25 215.00 273.75 ' 405.00
57 61.25 123.75 218.75 275.00 382.50
58 62.50 121.25 218.75 270.00 376.25
59 62.50 118.75 218.75 268.75 376.25
60 62.50 121.50 221.25 280.00 378.50
61 63.75 121.25 221.25 275.00 385.00
62 62.50 118.75 213.75 272.50 413.75
63 61.25 123.75 218.75 277.50 391.25
64 61.25 121.25 215.00 275.00 408.75
65 61.25 121.25 217.50 273.75 386.25
67 62.50 118.75 217.50 272.50 411.25
68 61.25 118.75 208.75 272.50 376.25
69 61.25 118.75 213.75 275.00 383.75 l
70 58.75 121.25 215.00 275.00 396.25
71 62.50 121.25 218.75 277.50 412.50
72 58.75 , 121.25 213.75 278.75 , 410.00
73 62.50 121.25 217.50 _ 270.00 381.25
74 60.00 121.25 213.75 278.75 402.50
75 61.25 120.00 217.50 275.00 377.50
76 58.75 118.75 206.25 271.25 401.25
77 62.50 121.25 220.00 268.75 382.50
78 58.75 120.00 207.50 266.25 396.25
,r
79 58.75 120.00 213.75 267.50 408.75
81 61.25 121.25 216.25 267.50 386.25
i
82 61.25 122.50 218.75 273.75 386.25 _i
83 65.00 120.00 226.25 271.25 386.25
84 65.00 120.00 227.50 273.75 391.25 _
38
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82 61.25 122.50 218.75 273.75 386.25
-
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TABLE 8. NTF FAN BLADEMODAL SURVEY RESULTS
DAMPING COEFFICIENTS
i!iiii!iii.liiii! . . iiiiiii iiii:iiil;;iiiii;i ...............................
56 .059 .072 .034
57 .055 .065 .033
58 .063 .066 .039
59 .056 .069 .036
60 .051 .072 .036
61 .061 .059 .038
62 .053 .044 .038
63 .056 .059 .038
64 .053 .055 .040
i
65 .054 .052 .035
67 .057 .063 .039
68 .050 .067 .041
69 .052 .079 .042
70 .049 .063 .043
71 .059 .071 .030
72 .049 .061 .029
73 .060 .076 .045
74 .053 .050 .036
75 .050 .060 .034
76 .049 .050 .039i
77 .055 .063 .044
78 .050 .057 .039
79 .053 .074 .045
81 .049 .056 .035
82 .064 .058 .035
83 .066 .058 .034
84 .059 .056 .039
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Figure1. NTF FanBladeAxisSystem.
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Figure 2. Photographs of the Test Setup.
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Figure3. CrossAssemblywith Flight Pin Installedin Blade.
Figure 4. BladePositionfor Full-Up X-Axis C.G. Measurement.
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i re . r ss ssembly it li t i I stalled i l e.
-
ig r 4. l ition f r ll- p -Axis e. . eas r nt.
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Figure 5. BladePositionfor Full-Up Y-Axis C.G. Measurement.
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Fi r 5. l iti f r ll-Up V-Axis e. . r ent.
4
a) ScaleOrientationfor X-Axis and InitialY-Axis Measurement.
b) ScaleOrientationfor Full-Up Y-Axis Measurement.
Figure 6. Scale Orientation for Blade Tip Offset Measurement.
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a} Scale rientation for - xis and Initial V- xis easurement.
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Figure7. Photographsof Test Setupfor Z-Axis Measurement.
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igure 7. hotographs of est etup for - xis easurement.
Figure8. Photographsof Flight Pin Installation.
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Figure 8. Photographs of Flight i I tal ation.
Figure 9. BallastWeightsInstalledin BladeWeb Area.
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Figure 10. Definitionof Variablesand FixedParametersfor C.G. Calculations.
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Figure 10. efinition of ariables and Fixed Para eters for . . alculations.
Figure 11. Photographsof Test Setupfor Modal Survey.
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Figure 11. Photographs of est Setup for odal Survey.
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Figure 12. BladeMountedin ModalTest Fixture.
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Figu 1 . Bla ou in o Test Fixt .
50
a) ShakerPositionand LoadCellAttachmentto Blade.
b) AccelerometerMountedon Blade.
Figure 13. Shaker,LoadCell, andAccelerometerPositioning.
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a) Shaker Position and Load Cell Attachment to Blade.
b) Accelerometer ounted on Blade.
i re . kerJ ad ellJ a d ccelerometer sitioning.
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Figure14. SampleFrequencyResponseFunctionPlotfor NTF Blade.
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Figure 14. Sample Frequency Response Function Plot for NTF Blade.
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Figure15. FRFMagnitudePlot for BladeNo. 60.
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Figure 15. F F agnitude Plot for lade o. 60.
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Figure 16. First BendingMode, 62.5Hz,Blade No. 60.
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Figure 16. First ending ode, 62.5 z, lade o. 60.
Figure17. SecondBendingMode, 121.25Hz, BladeNo. 60.
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Figure18. FirstTorsionMode,221.25Hz, BladeNo.60.
56
Figure19. Bending/TorsionMode,280.0Hz, BladeNo.60.
57
Figure20. ThirdBendingMode,387.5Hz, BladeNo. 60.
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Figure 21. Free Decay Acceleration Response for First Bending Mode.
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Figure 22. Free Decay Acceleration Response for Second Bending Mode.
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Figure 23. Free Decay Acceleration Response for First Torsion Mode.
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Figure 24. Interference Diagram for NTF Fan Blade Dynamics.
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